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We show that a representation embedding from the category, Mod-S, of right 
S-modules to Mod-R induces a homeomorphic embedding of the right Ziegler 
spectrum, Zg,, of S as a closed subset of the Ziegler spectrum of R. 
The background that we assume from the model theory of modules may be found in 
C4, 6 111. 
Let R and S be finite-dimensional algebras over some field K. By a representation 
embedding F from Mod-S to Mod-R we mean (cf. [3]) a functor from Mod-S to 
Mod-R which is exact, K-linear, preserves products and direct sums. Equivalently, 
there is a bimodule sBR which is a finitely generated projective S-module and on 
which K acts centrally, such that F is the functor - @ sBR and such that this functor 
preserves indecomposability and reflects isomorphism. (In the more general case of 
artin algebras, the functor should be linear over the common central subring and this 
should act centrally on the bimodule.) 
Note that the module sB must be a projective generator - otherwise, there would be 
a simple module sA such that (sB,sA) = 0, so expressing sA as the dual (MS)* of 
a right S-module, we would have 0 = (sB, ,(&I,)*) 1: A4 0 sB, contradicting that the 
tensor reflects isomorphism. 
This situation may be simplified somewhat: if we let S’ = End(sB) then we may 
factorise the functor - @ sBR as the Morita equivalence (since sB is a progenerator) 
- @ sBsj : Mod-S + Mod-S followed by restriction of scalars Mod-S -+ Mod-R 
(without loss of generality we may assume that R is a unital subring of S’). The first 
functor is an equivalence of categories (and, by [S], it induces a bi-interpretation of 
modules), so we may concentrate on the restriction functor. That is, we may assume 
that sB, = JR and hence that the representation embedding is simply restriction of 
scalars. 
Digression. It is conjectured that if there is a representation embedding of S-modules 
in R-modules then there is a (pp) interpretation of S-modules in R-modules (see [9]) to 
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which we refer for background on what we say in this digression). Let us note here that 
the right adjoint (RR, -) : Mod-R + Mod-S of the tensor functor does sometimes, but 
not in general, induce such an interpretation. 
Since sB is finitely generated it is finite-dimensional over K and hence (the K-action 
is assumed to be central) we have that RR is finitely presented. Therefore the functor 
(RR, -) : Mod-R -+ Ab is finitely presented when restricted to mod-R (the category of 
finitely presented R-modules) and so is given by a pair of pp formulas cp/+ in some 
number of free variables: (RR,-) = FrplJI (the functor which takes a module MR to 
q(M)/+(M) and has the natural effect on morphisms). Moreover, by the equivalence 
of (mod-R,Ab)fP and Herzog’s Mod-R”q (see [4,1]) the endomorphisms of the functor 
(RR,-) are pp-definable over R. This endomorphism ring is, by Yoneda’s Lemma, just 
(RR, RR) = R’ say. In particular, S is a subring of R’ and hence S acts on every quotient 
(p(M)Iti(M). 
Now, consider an S-module Ns and the module N @ sBR, which we are assuming is 
just NR. We have the adjunction (N @ sBR, MR) 1: (Ns,(B,, MR)s) and so have 
(Ns,(cp(NAlrc/(N&) N (Ns,PR,NR)s) = WOSBR,NR) N (NR,NR). In particular, tak- 
ing Ns = Ss we have (S,,(~p(S,)/$(s,))s) 11 End(SR): that is, (q(SR)/$(SR)) 1: End(SR). 
Since the endomorphism ring of SR may be strictly larger than S it follows that the 
S-module interpreted by (BR,-) followed by restriction of scalars need not be the 
original S-module. 
From the above it does follow easily that if End@,) = S then we have an inter- 
pretation of Mod-S in Mod-R. This case, however, has already been dealt with 
elsewhere [7, Theorem 8; 91. 
With R and S as before, the map Ns w N 0 sBR = NR restricts to a map Zgs + ZgR 
between Ziegler spectra since indecomposability is preserved and since a pure- 
injective S-module is automatically pure-injective as an R-module. Moreover, this 
map is l-l since isomorphism is reflected. We show that the image of Zgs is a closed 
subset of ZgR, even though it is not clear whether or not the image of the tensor 
functor need be an elementary class (we say a little about this at the end of the paper). 
The following results apply to any ring S and to any subring (by which I will always 
mean unital subring) R. 
Lemma 1. Let S be any ring and let R be a (unital) subring of S. Suppose that M is an 
R-module, that M’ is an S-module and that M = MX. Then there is an S-module M” such 
that M is an (R-) elementary substructure of MIA. 
Proof. Since M and MR are elementarily equivalent they have isomorphic ultra- 
powers. The S-structure on M’ induces an S-structure on the ultrapower M”. So this 
ultrapower of M has an S-structure extending its R-structure and MR elementarily 
embeds into MIA, as required. 0 
Proposition 2. Let S be any ring and let R be a subring of S. Suppose that NR is an 
indecomposable pure-injective which is a direct summand of the R-restriction of some 
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S-module. Then NR is a direct summand of the R-restriction of some indecomposable 
pure-injective S-module N’. Furthermore, tf Ns is a direct summand of the R-restriction 
of MS then Ns may be taken to be a point in the Ziegler-closed set corresponding to (the 
theory of) Ms. 
Proof. Choose a non-zero element a E N and let p be its pp-type in NR. Consider p as 
a set of formulas in the language of S-modules. Since p is realised in an S-module it is 
consistent with the theory of S-modules so we may take 4 to be a pp-type in the 
language of S-modules maximal with respect to q+ containing (the S-deductive 
closure of) p+ and missing p-: we use Ziegler’s criterion [l l] to check that 4 is 
irreducible. 
So let $r, & be in q-. Then, by maximality of q+ there are, for i = 1,2, pp formulas 
8i E p- and cpi E q+ such that cpi A It/i I Bi. Replace qpi by cp = ‘p1 A ‘pz E q+: SO, still, 
cp A $i I 8i. Since p is irreducible there is, by Ziegler’s criterion, q. E p’ such that 
cpo A O1 + p. A Bz E p-. Then ‘p. A cp E q+ and we have cpo A cp A $1 + 
c~oArpA*,1cpoA81+cpoAe2~q-. The expression on the left-hand side also, 
therefore, is in q- and so we deduce that q is indeed irreducible. 
Therefore there is an indecomposable pure-injective S-module N’ and an element 
b E N’ with pp-type q. Then the pp-type of b in NK is p. Hence N, the hull of p, is 
a direct sumand of Nk, as required. 
For the last remark, we choose q to be maximal subject also to being consistent with 
the theory of MS (having noted that p is consistent with this theory). 0 
In general there will be many non-isomorphic indecomposable pure-injective mod- 
ules having N as a direct summand of their R-restrictions: consider the case where 
R I S is the embedding of the base field K in some K-algebra S. But, in the case that 
restriction of scalars is a representation embedding we immediately deduce that N’ is 
determined by N up to isomorphism and that N = Nk. 
Theorem 3. Let S be any ring, let R be a subring of S and suppose that restriction of 
scalars is a representation embedding of Mod-S into Mod-R. Then the image of the 
induced map Zg, + ZgR is a closed subset of Zg,. 
Proof. Suppose that NR is in the ZgR-closure of the image of Zgs. Then N purely 
embeds in an R-module which is elementarily equivalent to the restriction of an 
S-module: hence, by Lemma 1, N purely embeds in, hence is a direct summand of, the 
restriction of an S-module. Then, by Proposition 2, N is a direct summand of the 
R-restriction of an indecomposable pure-injective S-module and so, by assumption, is 
the restriction of a point of Zg,, as required 0 
Now we show that the induced map of Zg, into Zg, is a homeomorphic embedding. 
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Theorem 4. Let S be any ring, let R be a subring of S and suppose that restriction of 
scalars is a representation embedding from Mod-S to Mod-R. Then the induced map 
from Zg, to Zg, is a homeomorphic embedding. 
Proof. First we note that the map is continuous. It will be enough to show that the 
inverse image of a basic open set (o/z) (where we may assume that CJ is a conjunct of z) 
of Zg, is open. Since R I S the formulas C, r are also formulas over S (with z implying 
c in every S-module) and hence (o/z) defines a basic open set (possibly empty) in Zgs. 
If N E Zg, then N belongs to the subset (a/z) of Zg, iff NR belongs to the subset (o/z) of 
Zg,. Thus the inverse image of ((T/Z) in Zg, is just (a/z) in Zg,, as required. 
This also gives a description of the image of the map as a closed subset of Zg,, 
namely, as the intersection of the complements of those basic open sets (C//Z) of Zg, 
which have empty inverse image in Zg, (i.e. such that the theory of S-modules proves 
that rr is equivalent o r). 
In order to show that the embedding is a homeomorphism, we show that the image 
of any closed subset of Zg, is closed in Zg,. 
Suppose, then, that GF: G Zg, is closed and let NR be a member of its closure in Zg,. 
Let Ms be a direct sum of infinitely many copies of each point of W: so, since %? is dense 
in its Ziegler-closure in Zg,, NR is a direct summand of some ultrapower of MR which, 
since taking ultrapowers commutes with restriction of scalars, is the R-restriction of 
an S-module. Hence Proposition 2 applies and we deduce that NR (is a direct 
summand of so, in this context,) is the R-restriction of some point of Zg, which is in 
the Ziegler-closure of Ms in Zg,. But the Ziegler-closure of MS in Zgs is %‘. Hence 
Na is already in the image of W, as required. 0 
Proposition 5. Suppose that S and s’ are Morita-equivalent rings with, say, P a projec- 
tive generator of Mod-S such that S’ = End(Ps). Then the functor (Ps,-)s,: Mod- 
S + Mod-S induces a homeomorphism Zg, -+ Zg,,. 
Proof. The functor is an equivalence of categories and hence takes (indecomposable) 
pure-injectives to (indecomposable) pure-injectives and every (indecomposable) pure- 
injective arises in this way. Furthermore, the finitely presented S-modules are exactly 
the images of the finitely presented S-modules. Now, the topology of the Ziegler 
spectrum can be described in purely categorical terms (as supports of finitely present- 
ed functors from finitely presented modules to Ab). Hence the result follows. 0 
In summary, we have the following. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that R,S are finite-dimensional K-algebras and that we are 
given a representation embedding of Mod-S into Mod-R. Then there is an induced 
map from Zg, to Zg, which is a homeomorphic embedding of Zg, as a closed subset 
of Zg,. 
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It will be observed that none of our results used that R, S are finite-dimensional 
K-algebras. All that is needed to extend Theorem 6 to arbitrary rings is a general 
definition of representation embedding. Therefore we make such a definition. 
Given arbitrary rings R,S a representation embedding from Mod-S to Mod-R is 
a functor from Mod-S to Mod-R which is of the form - 0 & for some bimodule 
sBR which is a finitely generated progenerator over S and which preserves indecom- 
posability and reflects isomorphism. (If R, S were algebras over the commutative ring 
C then we might insist that C acts centrally on B.) 
The following has been proved. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that R, S are any rings and that we are given a representation 
embedding of Mod-S into Mod-R. Then there is an induced mapfiom Zg, to Zg, which 
is a homeomorphic embedding of Zgs as a closed subset of Zg,. 
Functors other than representation embeddings may induce maps between Ziegler 
spectra. For instance, we might require of our functor from Mod-S to Mod-R only 
that for each indecomposable pure-injective S-module N the image F(N) should be 
a direct sum of copies of a single indecomposable pure-injective over R and that the 
map thus induced from Zg, to Zg, should be l-l (the forgetful functor induced by the 
diagonal embedding of a ring into the n x n matrix ring over it is an example). Then we 
may ask under what conditions we have an induced homeomorphic embedding from 
Zg, to Zg,. We give a result along these lines, for which we need the following 
criterion relating to tensor products. 
Theorem 8 (Prest [S]). Let R and S be any rings. Suppose that q E Ls (the language of 
(right) S-modules) and CJ E LR are pp formulas (with (r having one free variable). Then 
there is a pp formula (a: cp) in the language sLR of (S, R)-bimodules such that, for any 
S-module M and any ki E rp(Ms), any (S, R)-bimodule B and any 6 E (a: cp)(sBR), we have 
M 0 sBR k q(G @ 6). Moreover, given E E MS and 6 E sBR then M 0 sBR k o(C 0 6) iff 
there is cp E L, such that Ms k q(z) and sB, k (0 : p)(6). 
Theorem 9. Let R and S be any rings. Suppose that sBR is a bimodule with sBjinitely 
presented and which is of finite endolength as a bimodule. Suppose that the functor 
- @ sBR :Mod-S -+ Mod-R sends indecomposable pure-injectives to indecomposable 
pure-injectives, hence induces a map from Zg, to Zg,. Then this induced map is 
continuous. 
Proof. It will be enough to show that the inverse image of a basic open set (a/z) in Zg, 
is open. We use the criterion above. 
Fix cp E LR in some number of free variables. Let Y = Y (r~, z, cp) be the set of all pp 
$ E LR with $ I cp and sBR k (T : $) 2 (a: 9). We will show that every element of Y lies 
below a maximal element of ‘Y. 
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Consider, therefore, an increasing chain +I I ti2 I ... I tin I ... (A E A) of mem- 
bers of Y. Let LEO and 6 E B” (so 6 is a tuple of elements in B”) be such that 
ppBn(6) = (a: cp): notice that since B has finite endolength, there is such a tuple in a 
finite power of B. For each 1, let til in CA be a free realisation of $A and set 5 to be the 
tuple (aJn in C = n,CA. Then the pp-type of 5 is the intersection of the pp-types of the tiA. 
Since sB is finitely presented we have (&CA) @ Bg N n,(CA Q Bi) with the ele- 
ment a @ 6 on the left corresponding to the element (CA 0 6), on the right. Since 
Cn b 1+5~(tiJ and 6 E (0 : cp)(B”) I (z : t,bJ(B”) we have Cn 0 B”bz(GA ($3 6) and hence 
C@B”h(a@@. 
Therefore, there is II/ E LR such that C b I&(G) and B” b (z : $)(6). By choice of 6, the 
latter implies that (r : II/) 2 (a: cp)(B”) and hence that (r : $)(B) 2 (a : q)(B). There- 
fore, $ E Y. Furthermore, since C 1 $(a) it follows that CA \ IC/(tiJ for each I and hence, 
since these are free realisations, that +i I 9 for all S-modules. 
Therefore 9 is an upper bound for the +1 and hence Zorn’s lemma gives us 
a maximal element above each element of Y. But note that Y is actually an ideal in 
the lattice of pp formulas since II/, $’ E Y implies (z : II/ + II/‘) = (z : $) A (z : 1c/‘) 2 (a : cp) 
(the first equality is general and trivial). So Y has a maximal element which we 
denote by &,. 
We claim that the inverse image of (g/z) is U,(cp/&+,). 
Certainly if N E Zgs and N @ B E (a/~) then there is ti in N, 6 in B and cp in LR such 
that N b p(G), Bl=(a: (p)(6) and such that for every t,6 with N bll/(G) we have 
B b 1 (z : I&@). In particular, if we had N l=$JG) then we would have, since 
Bb (z : t&+,)(6), a contradiction. Hence a E q(N)\&+,(N), as required. 
For the converse, if Ns E (cp/$J then pick ti E (p(N)\&,(N) and let 6 in B” for some 
n be a tuple with pp-type in sBR generated by (a : q). If we had N 0 B” k r(5 0 6) then 
there would be + with N \ $(a) and B” k(z : 1,9)(6) and hence with (r : $) 2 (0 : $) in B” 
and hence in B. But then we would have $ I +P, contradicting N \ 1 I&@). Therefore 
a @ 6 E cr(N @ B)\z(N Q B), as required. 0 
Examining the proof of Theorem 9, we see that the condition on B used was that, 
given any formula x in the language of (S, R)-bimodules, there is a power B” of sBR and 
a tuple 6 in B” such that the pp-type of 6 in B” is equivalent, in the theory of B”, to 
x and such that we have an isomorphism (JJC,) 0 B” N n(Cn 0 B”). There always 
will be 6 in some B” with the correct pp-type and if sB” is pure-projective then we will 
have that - 0 B” commutes with products, as required. 
Theorem 4 can be used to derive consequences concerning decidability of the theory 
of modules. Suppose from now that R I S is an embedding of rings such that the 
restriction of scalars functor from Mod-S to Mod-R is a representation embedding. 
Let %? denote the image of Zg, in Zg R. Let cp/$ be pp formulas in the language of 
S-modules and consider the compact open set (rp/ll/) in Zgs. By Theorem 4 the image 
of (qpl$) in Zg, is compact open in the relative topology on %? and so is the intersection 
of %’ with a compact open set in Zg R. But, by [ 111, the compact open sets are precisely 
the finite unions of sets of the form (a/r) and, if we allow an arbitrary finite number of 
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free variables in our pp formulas defining open sets, then every compact open set has 
the form (O./Z). Hence we have that the image (cp/$) has the form (c/7) n V for some O/Z 
in the language of R-modules. 
Claim. If Ms is any module then Ms k 1 q/$1 > 1 iff MR k 1 o/7 1 > 1. 
Proof. We use the fact [11] that every module is elementarily equivalent o a direct 
sum of indecomposable pure-injectives. 
Suppose that Ms t= Irp/ll/ I > 1. Then there is a direct summand N of an elementary 
extension M’ of M such that N E (q/r,+). Certainly MX is elementarily equivalent o MR 
and we have that (its indecomposable pure-injective direct summand) NR E (c/r), so 
MnkI+I >l. 
For the converse suppose that Ms is such that MR k I cr./z I > 1. Consider the support 
of Ms as a subset of Zg,. If we had M k I q/t+b I = 1 then we would have Ms elementarily 
equivalent o a direct sum of points of [q/$1 (the complement of (cp/lc/)) and hence, 
restricting scalars, MR elementarily equivalent of the direct sum of the restrictions of 
these modules, all of which would lie in [o/z], contradicting that there is a point in the 
support of (the theory of) MR belonging to ((I/Z). 0 
Now, let x be any sentence in the language of S-modules. It is a boolean combina- 
tion of invariants statements (assertions about the cardinality of groups of the form 
cp(-)/I+$-)). Suppose that 1 is a product sentence: a boolean combination of assertions 
that certain indices are equal to or greater than 1. Each pp pair cp/$ corresponds, in 
the above sense, to a pp pair in the language of R-modules, so we let xT denote the 
corresponding product sentence in LR. From the claim above, we immediately deduce 
the following. 
Lemma 10. Suppose that x is a product sentence and let Ms be any module. Then 
Mkx iffMRkxT. 
We can now derive some corollaries. 
Corollary 11. Suppose that R, S are algebras over an infinitefield and suppose that there 
is a representation embedding from Mod-S to Mod-R, the image of which has Jinitely 
axiomatisable theory. Then there is an interpretation of the theory of S-modules into that 
of R-modules. 
Proof. Since every pp-definable subgroup is a vector space over the base field it 
follows that every sentence in the languages of R- and S-modules is a product 
sentence. By assumption, the property of being elementarily equivalent o the restric- 
tion of an S-module is axiomatised by a single sentence. So, by the lemma, for every 
sentence x in the language of S-modules, there is a sentence in the language of 
R-modules which is true in some R-module iff x is true in some S-module, as 
required. 0 
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Corollary 12. Suppose that R is an algebra over a field K and suppose that there is 
a representation embedding from Mod-K(X, Y) to Mod-R the image of which has 
finitely axiomatisable theory. Then the theory of R-modules interprets the word problem 
for groups and is, in particular, undecidable, 
Proof. Baur and Kokorin and Mart’yanov showed that the theory of K(X, Y)- 
modules interprets the word problem for groups. A glance at the proof (see [6] for 
instance) shows that the word problem is interpreted in that part of the theory which 
consists of product sentences. The conclusion now follows from the argument of the 
previous corollary. 0 
Finally, we consider the question: when is the image of a representation embedding 
an elementary class? 
It is not difficult to see that the image of an arbitrary tensor functor is not 
elementary (see [S] for instance) so we restrict to the case of a representation 
embedding (in the general sense defined above). We can assume, as above, that the 
functor is just (Morita equivalence followed by) restriction of scalars and the question 
becomes as follows. 
Question. If restriction of scalars from a ring S to a subring R is a representation 
embedding, is the image of this functor an elementary subclass of the category of 
R-modules? 
Since restriction of scalars commutes with forming ultraproducts, it is necessary 
and sufficient o answer the following question. 
Question. If restriction of scalars from a ring S to a subring R is a representation 
embedding and if M is an R-elementary substructure of the restricted S-module N, 
then is there an extension of the R-structure on M to an S-structure? 
Again using that restriction of scalars commutes with ultraproducts it is enough to 
consider the case that M is pure-injective, hence is an R-direct summand of N (for an 
ultraproduct of the embedding from M to N will be an elementary embedding 
between pure-injectives [lo]). By the same reasoning we can suppose that N is 
a pure-injective S-module. 
If N, as an R-module, is discrete (has no direct summands without indecomposable 
direct summands), then we get a positive answer as follows. Since M is a direct 
summand of N we have that M is the hull of a direct sum A = @ {N,},, ,, of 
indecomposable pure-injective R-summands of N. By Proposition 2, each Nn is the 
restriction of an indecomposable pure-injective S-module. A complement of M in 
N can be taken to be the hull, B, of a module of the form B = @ (Nn,}I, En, for some A’ 
with the NL, restrictions of indecomposable pure-injective S-modules. We have, as an 
R-module, N = M @ B. The hulls of A and B as S-modules contain their hulls as 
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R-modules. Also, as S-modules, N = A 0 B (where now the bar denotes S-hulls). So 
we conclude that the hull of A as an S-module coincides with its hull as an R-module, 
that is, coincides with M. Thus w,e obtain that M is the restriction of an S-module, as 
required. We have established the following. 
Proposition 13. Let S be any ring, let R be a subring of S and suppose that restriction of 
scalars is a representation embedding of Mod-S into Mod-R. Suppose also that every 
pure-injective S-module, when regarded as an R-module, is discrete. Then those R- 
modules which are restrictions of S-modules form an elementary class. 
If, in Proposition 13, the restriction of scalar functors from Mod-S to Mod-R is full 
then the conclusion of the proposition follows by [9] since then the embedding of 
R into S is an epimorphism of rings. Situations where Proposition 13 applies but 
where the conclusion is not covered by [9] are provided by band modules over 
algebras of the kind considered in [2], where one has, in general, non-full representa- 
tion embeddings from Mod-K [X, X- ‘1 to Mod-R. 
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